Mullen Trucking
Aldersyde, Alberta has been reducing
fuel consumption & costs since 2012:
6.7% annual fleet fuel saving, including heavy
haul low bed division.
11.1% average fuel saving over 1 year with
24 - highway only driven trucks.
Normal component operating temperatures are
all down and component life has increased.
Mr. Roland Mullen, the founder, treated his 45’ MCI Coach first
(60 Series Detroit) and confirmed a 2 MPG fuel saving, the
engine over heating problem on long hills was eliminated and
the Allison automatic transmission runs cooler and shifts
smoother. Mr. Mullen treated all his personal vehicles, home
equipment, ATV’s and lawn mowers etc, and on May 16, 2017
Mr. Mullen visited our office and purchased an Enviro-Save
Powertrain Protection Kit for his new car.

You will reduce your operating costs by using
Enviro-Save Powertrain Protection Kits!

One Time Investment & Application
ROI runs into the 1000’s % percent!
Why do people hesitate to reduce fuel consumption and...

costs, and extend the normal engineered life expectancy of
trucks, heavy equipment and vehicles by 2 or 3 times ??

The main reason is due to manufacturers and oil companies
brain washing us to believe there are no advantages beyond
their self serving recommendations. They do not want you to
reduce fuel consumption, repair / parts costs or double normal
operating service life. It is very important for your mechanics to
learn precisely what Enviro-Save is and support reducing costs
that increase truck reliability and help the company be more
profitable and successful. Most mechanics want to reduce
costs, but how??
Mullen Trucking’s success in reducing operating costs with
Enviro-Save (ES) began with Mr. Mullen personally proving ES
works as stated. Then he arranged for all mechanics and staff
to attend our presentation in their shop so everyone understood
why ES is different from other products, how simple ES is to use,
and the benefits to the company. Mr. Mullen knew everyone
needed to be on side so the reduction in company costs would
be maximized and not simply discarded due to personal views.
Enviro-Save provides you with the best and a very easy way to
“GO GREEN” as it pays you back money over and over…. for life.
GREEN your Trucks, Reefer Engines, Forklifts, Automobiles, Air
Compressors, Air Wrenches-Tools, Pressure Washers and
Gardening Equipment etc.
Since 1990: Commercial Trucks, Buses & Heavy Equipment
customers normally report 6% to 9% in fuel savings and
Automobiles normally 10% to 15% in fuel savings.
Common Sense Cost Reducer – Guaranteed. Ph: 604 522 8836
or sales@envirosaveglobal.com or www.envirosaveglobal.com
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